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About the linguistic limits of the world

„Not how the world is, is the mystical, but that it is”

L.Wittgenstein. Tractatus logico-philosophicus, 6.44.

1. Introduction – what is mystical at all?

First of all – in our special case – we have to understand the statement itself and only after this we could be able 

to attempt discuss it in its details. Wittgenstein’s appearance brought a fundamentally important linguistic turn in 

philosophy especially in epistemology and metaphysics which – in some explanation – meant the end of classical 

metaphysics at the same time. To understand our statement we have to know the whole content of the Tractatus

because Wittgenstein used his own definitions, and for this purpose we would like to connect another quote from 

him: “whatof ones cannot be said those must be passed in silence”.  

The mystical is a keynote concept in Wittgenstein’s early philosophy, it has the task to indicate those things 

which our outside of our linguistic-logical competence, for example the metaphysics itself, whose task is to 

assign the limits of the world, and all of the questions of the existence, the world itself, as it is mentioned in the 

quote. At this point we have got enough knowledge about the statement to understand it clearly: it contains two 

parts, the first is: the existed things of the world are not mystical, the second: the world itself is that, so we 

cannot say anything intelligible about it. (We will discuss later what it means) In our essay firstly we would like 

to confirm the relationship between the language and thinking and in the third chapter we will make an attempt 

to show a symbolic logical argument which implies the second part of the original statement.

2.  The connection between the language and logic

At this point a brief review is necessary that sum up the content of the Tractatus, and probably Wittgenstein’s 

own words are more appropriate for this purpose than mine – however the following quote has been chosen 

arbitrary: “the limits of my language mean the limits of my world”. What kind of connection can be recognized 

between these two things? The limits of my world are the limits of my ability to understand it, so the connection 

in fact is between our thinking and our language. To make it clear I share a personal experience, which is not 

personal at all, but unfortunately I cannot generalize it because simply I cannot see into others mind: when I am 

thinking I just realize that my thoughts and ideas are always composed in a language. I would be able to write 

them down like simple sentences. Let us try to generalize it theoretically: let us imagine a person, who has not 

got memories at all, and this person suddenly has found himself in a jungle far away from human beings. 

Because he has not got memories, he has not got language at all, and he will not develop one in the complete 

lack of company. In spite of the lack of communication he will improve a private language for himself, whose 

function is absolutely different from the communication. Why? The simple reason is the thinking. At this level 

our person’s behaviour is instinctive just like an animal’s behaviour but he is still a human being, - theoretically 

– he is able to think. What is the simplest mental process?  There is no doubt that making a connection between 

two known concepts, for example linking a smell to a fruit. (Under concepts we do not understand nouns, just 

definitions which are valid for the person.) For this activity concepts and logical functions are essentials, because 
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the logical functions make it possible to connect them and without concepts we cannot talk about anything. 

These tools are available for him, his cognitive field contains them and these components form first-order logic; 

and its logical syntax forms a language. So the thinking implies the existence of a private language. It is 

necessary to emphasize that here the meaning of the “private” language expression is different from the 

definition which is used in the Tractatus by Wittgenstein for the same expression, and it is also significantly 

different from the language which we use in communication. In some cases however they syntax is the same, but 

it is only because of our conformity. A trivial example of this: however I am writing in Enlgish, it does not 

implies at all that I am thinking in English as well.  We have got the conclusion that the thinking implies the 

existence of a language, but what about the reversion statement? The language contains judgements, necessary, 

which according to their function can synthetic or analytic - it does not make any difference -, they make 

connections between concepts. The existence of concepts demands the existence of conceptualization, which

means that the person can identify essentials of the objects which also implies that the person can understand the 

object – and there is no doubt that understanding is included in thinking. 

This argument also draws our attention to the function of the language. This question is not uniqueness; for 

example Austin and Searle worked out a whole theory about the practical functions of language but in our case 

we would like to give a new definition which is enough general to be able to use in the followings. For our 

investigating the next definition would be suitable: language is the medium which our formulated thoughts 

manifest in. This unambiguously means that it is the tool of our thinking, which immediately answers us, why 

we have got common language in our society: because otherwise we wouldn’t be able to share our ideas.  

Summarizing, our language and our logic (thinking method) cannot exist separately. Which can be formulated in 

our mind (so everything which can be though), can be formulated in our language and from another side, which 

can be said in our language can be born in our mind. According to this statement it is clear that saying “it cannot 

be said” and saying “it cannot be logical reached” is the same, but “it cannot be said” expression – it is really 

important to emphasize – can be understand only in a linguistic logical aspect. 

3. Existence of mystical objects

For proving the existence of things that we are not able to say anything about– in linguistic-logical aspect - is our 

next aim. In this chapter we would attempt to show a simpler analogy of logical-language reserving the essence 

of it, and in this case we will show that the whole system itself is the part of the mystics; we cannot say anything 

relevant about itself. Let us imagine a machine which formulates with the use of the following symbols: P, N, ¬, 

(, ). In addition let us define expressions like a finite series of these symbols. P(X) means that X can be said, 

where X is an arbitrary individual name variable,  ¬ symbol means negation and N(X) – let us call it norm for a 

moment – is a self-indicating function: N(X) = X(X). A sentence will be one of the followings: P(X), PN(X), 

¬P(X), ¬PN(X). P(X) sentence is true if and only if X can be said, and ¬P(X) if and only if X cannot be said. 

Already one important rule exist: our machine say sentences, always true sentences, and it said P(X), it will also 

imply that X will be formulated as well, sooner or later, to P(X) sentence be true. By defining these rules we have 

built grammatical rules of a logical language. Let recognize that our machine is a self-referencing object, 

because the said sentences are about what kind of sentences can be said, so our machine’s behaviour describes 

the machine’s behaviour itself. This is the key in our analogy, because this is also valid for our language and 

logic. Our logic is also a self-referencing system because the rules of it define the true statements and anyone of 
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the statement is describes the syntactical rules of the logic. (A later discussed in details example: let be the 

judgement: “P is not true, so ¬P is true”; now, from this statement we know that our syntax is dichotomy.)  

Now, the question is here, in our analogy, however all of the sentences which are said are true, but can be found 

any true sentence, which is mystical, so cannot be said? The answer is – which can be thought intuitively after 

the previous chapter – yes. Let us take a look at the sentence ¬PN(¬PN) which led us to some basically 

important conclusions. ¬PN(¬PN) sentence is true, if and only N(¬PN) cannot be said so – using the definition 

of the norm – if and only if ¬PN(¬PN) cannot be said. On the other hand, if the sentence is false, that means 

N(¬PN) can be said, so our sentence can be said, but it is contradiction as our machine never say false sentences. 

What does it mean at all? We have constructed a sentence which is about the limits of the rules and which cannot 

be said, however it is true. The source of the problem was the self-referencing, which has got the impact in our 

logic as well. At this point we would like to draw the attention to the quote: „Not how the world is, is the 

mystical, but that it is”. If we say a judgement about the world, for example “the world does not contain an 

object” then we use our linguistic logic to evaluate the truth-function of the statement; but the logic is included in 

the things of the world: we cannot pass the limits of the logic by judging about something which is outside of its 

limits. In this aspect, this phenomenon always led us sentences like “if it does not exist, then it does not exist” 

and there is no doubt about the truth of this sentence, but it is probably a little pointless. In this aspect we cannot 

decide about the questions which are connected the existence of the world, by logical arguments, all of them are 

simple speculations.

About our argument, it is based on symbolic logic, and the idea can be traced from K. Gödel who used it for his 

famous incompleteness-theorems which indicate the limits of some appropriate mathematical axiom systems. It 

says that in every consistent axiom system, which contains the Peano-arithmetic, can be composed such a 

sentence whose truth-function cannot be evaluated by proving. These arguments (the presented one can be 

recomposed to be about mathematical systems) also implies that “something is true” it is a stronger statement 

then “it can be proven by logic”. It is possible that we are just brains in tanks as H. Putnam wrote it, but using the 

tools of our reality it cannot be proven because of the sharp limits of logic itself. This analogy draws our 

attention to the similarity of languages and axiom systems: both of them mostly based on grammatical rules, on a 

logic, and the logic has got its own limits. We have mentioned the equivalence of formulatable thinking (logic) 

and language in the previous chapter. Then it is necessary to this kind of self-indicating be found in our language 

as well. It can be found easily from the antics: “this sentence is false”. 

The included things of the world are within the limit of our thinking; so analysing the things of the world can be 

meaningful, but the whole system cannot.

4. Critical comments and conclusion

Nietzsche said “our convictions are bigger enemies of the truth than our lies” and he was right. Our convictions 

cannot permit us to analyse our judgements and hence they make absolutely impossible to get closer to the truth. 

So we always have to be critical, not just against others, but against ourselves as well, and maybe this second one 

is the more important. Firstly let us take a closer look at our argument. We were talking about logical rules. Are 

they universal? Not without any conditions. We have used a principle which called the principle of the excluded 

middle: P∨¬P, so P or the opposite of P is true, which means that P can be true or false, and nothing else which 
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means the dichotomy of our logic, but it is not trivial at all. A consistent logical syntax can be built without this 

principle which for example was made by Tarski, a famous logician and mathematician. Without this principle 

our analogy is dead; however the modern logic usually accepts it, as we did it in this case. Instead of argument, 

the really important is that the logic cannot be absolutely universal. It is the same question we have discussed: 

the world itself is mystical, the world which is built by logical rules.

Connecting to this, Wittgenstein’s work contains a sentence about what the world is: “the world is the totality of 

facts, not things”. Well, it only can be the totality of facts which are facts for myself, because I cannot observe 

the reality in its own appearance, I only know the world which appear to me. So the reality based on the 

individual, and it can be different from that others experience. If the facts are not universal, then the logic – our 

discussed private language – neither. According to this, we get to the consequence that our limits are not 

necessary the same. 

In conclusion linguistic logical limits construct epistemological walls for us that cannot be destructed by logical 

arguments hence our certain truth is queried. We would conclude that it means the end of the classical 

philosophical questions about metaphysics and etc., but do we need certain truth about the world? Let us think to 

the natural laws, which are not laws at all: just only experience based models of the reality, can we trust them? 

We cannot know – completely for sure – they are true or false, but is it important in this particular question? Not 

just the answering can be relevant but the describing itself too. These questions should be discussed within 

ourselves and not because of our inquiry but our moral. But…

Charles Darwin used to characterize the mathematical investigating with a phrase criticizing it; and because of 

the linguistic turn and the limits of logical methods which are commonly used within epistemology, this phrase 

might be appropriate to describe those thinking ones who are looking for the answers for those particular 

questions: they are like “blind men, in a dark room, looking for a black cat, which is not there”.


